
Our project aims to combine a memorable experience or journey and 
contemporary forms of art. Using the journey of ‘Winne the Pooh’, the English 
fictional anthropomorphic bear created by A. A. Milne, and ‘100 acre 
woods’ the forest in which the story is situated. 

This garden is a contemporary ‘take’ on the old English story, with spaces 
representing the places of interest in the story. The journey has no boundaries 
with no direct path but visitors can discover the places as they voyage 
through. Each place different in some way with the use of contemporary 
materials, technology and colour.

There are lights in the mist creating shapes and colours on the water particles 
along with signs dotted through the site with quotes from the Winne the Pooh  
story evoking emotions and memories and creating memories. Visitors have 
the opportunuity to follow the river (recycled glass) through the site, to sit 
down and reflect or to wander the site and discover.
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